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RIVIERA STAR

The Riviera casino’s many thrills and vices are known far and
wide. And tonight it has attracted four dubious guests. Each of
them unbeknownst to the others has the perfect heist all but
planned out. Who can say how this lawless night of gambling
and madness will end?

RESPIN FEATURE
Any line win activates the Respin feature.
All winning symbols are locked in their positions and the rest of the reels respin.
Any new line win during the Respin is locked and the rest of the reels respin again.
When no new line win occurs during a Respin, the Respin feature ends and the total
win is paid out.
Bonus Scatter symbols do not activate the feature.

RTP
Overall

96.26%

General game attributes
Max win based on 1
billion rounds
simulation
Min bet
Default bet

1975.5x

€ 0.2
€2

Max bet

€ 100

Variance

30.25

Layout

3-row, 5-reel

Betways

20 lines

Channels

Desktop,
Mobile

Hit Frequency

20.92%

SUPERSTAR FEATURE
The Superstar feature can be randomly activated at the start of any Base
Game spin. Only one Superstar feature can be activated simultaneously.
When the Superstar feature is activated, the Superstar symbol is randomly
placed at a random position on reels 2-4.
The Superstar symbol is a sticky Wild symbol with an increasing all-win
multiplier.
The Superstar symbol is sticky between rounds. It has 3 charges and
remains in its position on the reels as long as it has a charge left.
A non-winning round takes away one charge. Winning rounds do not take
away charges.
The increasing all-win multiplier starts at x1. Each Wild symbol landing on
the reels during the Superstar feature increases the all-win multiplier by 1.

FREE SPINS
3 Bonus Scatter symbols collected in a game round activate 10 Free Spins.
The number of Bonus Scatter symbols collected is displayed on the Bonus
Meter.
The Superstar feature and the increasing all-win multiplier are activated in
the Free Spins.
The Superstar symbol in the Free Spins is a moving Wild symbol that has
no charge.
It appears on the reels at the start of the Free Spins and remains on the
reels until the end of the Free Spins.
The Superstar symbol in the Free Spins can only appear on reels 2-4 and
moves to a new position after each Free Spin.
The increasing all-win multiplier starts at x1. Each Wild symbol landing on
the reels during the Free Spins increases the multiplier by 1.
3 Bonus Scatter symbols collected during one Free Spin activate 10
additional Free Spins.

